TYPO3 Core - Bug #75245
Setting typolink.target to page object name doesn't set type query parameter
2016-03-23 22:19 - Jigal van Hemert
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Description
printversion = PAGE
printversion.typeNum = 98
printversion.5 = TEXT
printversion.5.value = <div style="width:80%;">
printversion.10 < styles.content.get
printversion.15 = TEXT
printversion.15.value = </div>
PRINT = TEXT
PRINT.value = Druckversion
PRINT.typolink.parameter.data = TSFE:id
PRINT.typolink.target = printversion
Before 7 LTS this used to add &type=98 to the URL. It used to be useful for linking to frames with typeNum's, but it used to work in
6.2.
Associated revisions
Revision e0e08e0f - 2016-03-31 10:25 - Jigal van Hemert
[BUGFIX] target to page object must set type parameter
Setting typolink.target to the name of a page object must set the
type query parameter to the typeNum of that page object. By initializing
$theTypeP to an empty string the type is not forced to zero.
Resolves: #75245
Releases: master, 7.6
Change-Id: I3aac0e43849f495f00344a07a358c5526bdf339c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/47376
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <typo3@susannemoog.de>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <typo3@susannemoog.de>
Revision a4dabc58 - 2016-03-31 11:22 - Jigal van Hemert
[BUGFIX] target to page object must set type parameter
Setting typolink.target to the name of a page object must set the
type query parameter to the typeNum of that page object. By initializing
$theTypeP to an empty string the type is not forced to zero.
Resolves: #75245
Releases: master, 7.6
Change-Id: I3aac0e43849f495f00344a07a358c5526bdf339c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/47452
Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <typo3@susannemoog.de>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <typo3@susannemoog.de>
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History
#1 - 2016-03-23 22:31 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/47376
#2 - 2016-03-23 22:32 - Jigal van Hemert
- Status changed from Under Review to New
- Is Regression changed from No to Yes
#3 - 2016-03-23 22:32 - Jigal van Hemert
- Status changed from New to Under Review
#4 - 2016-03-31 10:25 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/47452
#5 - 2016-03-31 10:30 - Jigal van Hemert
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset e0e08e0f60a05fd260625527fb6a5394f9c785bf.
#6 - 2018-10-02 11:18 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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